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Abstract: There are many methods for controlling the movement of mobile robots. Some of them are
based on received information from the audio and video sensors of the robot. Some methods are using
separately the audio or the video information, but the purpose of the current article is to combine both,
using audio and video input in parallel, and by this to increase the effectiveness of controlling the
movement of the mobile robot. This is very important in the cases when the human operator using both
gestures and voice commands to navigate and control the robot.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are many methods for mobile robots
movement control [1]. For the purposes of this article
it is looking at the audio – visual methods for
controlling a mobile robot, for which there are
numerous publication on the topic [2], but in the
current one is taking in account the specific way of
parallel control using both visual gesture commands
and audio voice commands. For developing the
algorithms in this article are used algorithms for
gesture recognition and voice recognition.

2. BLOCK SCHEMA OF SYSTEM MODEL FOR
AUDIO VISUAL CONTROL OF MOBILE ROBOTS
MOTION
On Fig.1 is shown the functional block schema of
the proposed system model for movement control of
mobile robot with gesture and voice recognition.
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For capturing gesture send to the robot from the
human is proposed to use not an ordinary and
expensive thermal IR camera, but a cheaper IR sensor
(Fig.1).
Microphone array can be realized as linear or
circular type with choosing the suitable number of
microphones as elements of microphone array.
Interface provided the correct transfer to the
computer the captured thermal images from the IR
sensor and audio information from microphone array.
The choice of the interface type can be from the
existing standard interfaces, but strongly depend from
the specific characteristics of the data (in this case
thermal images and audio information), which are
transferred and from hardware of IR sensor and
microphone array.
Computer receive, process the audio and thermal
information and send (via Wi-Fi Connection) the
results from processing as voice and/or gesture
commands, which are executed from the robot in its
current steps of motion.

Microphone array

Fig. 1. Block schema of the system model.

The functional blocks for gesture and voice
commands of a mobile robot are: IR sensor,
Microphone array, Interface, Computer, Mobile robot
and Wi-Fi Communication. There are many
possibilities to realize practically the blocks on Fig.1.

2. ALGORITHM OF SYSTEM MODEL FOR AUDIO
VISUAL CONTROL OF MOBILE ROBOTS MOTION
For the proposed on Fig.1 system model is
developed the corresponding algorithm (Fig.2) for
interpretation and processing of audio and visual
information in tasks of mobile robot motion control

with recognized gesture and voice commands send
from human to the robot.
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Fig. 3. The learn stage of the gesture recognition
algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm for processing and interpretation of
audio and visual information

In this paper is take a closer look on the gesture
recognition and thermal gesture image processing.
For the voice commands processing the algorithm (on
the left side in Fig. 1) is as follow: collect some Etalon
voice commands from the operator (teaching phase);
store the collected commands in the memory (SD card,
HDD, SSD); when there is incoming command it is
compared to the etalon ones; if the comparison shows
equality under certain limit (bot are similar more than
95 %) the specific action is taken.
Gesture recognition algorithm is separated in two
different stages – learn stage of algorithm (presented
on Fig.3) and test stage of recognition of received
gesture commands algorithm (presented on Fig.4).

From IR sensor are taken the IR images of the
gestures. After that the captured IR images are sent to
computer (shown on Fig.1) for brightness levels
adjustment using the appropriate grading of pixel
intensity from “0” (cold temperature corresponding to
background) to “1”(warm temperature corresponding
to the example of hand gesture). After that step a new
image is stored in a memory of Etalon images.
For the next step is needed to evaluate the
similarity of the gestures. This is why it is repeat the
etalon gesture several times. Using Matlab
implementation of the algorithm shown on Fig. 2 it is
proposed in the experiments presented in this article to
prepare direct comparison of the observed images. For
other new input images of the same gesture the
difference between Etalon ones can be calculated and
used as parameter for decision whether or not the
Image difference – “mean(mean(A)) new input images
belong to desired gesture. If this parameter is less than
some threshold with the values determined
experimentally (0.03 in the carried out here
experiments and based on real measurements – 10
times repeated the same gesture), therefore the images
belong to the same gesture.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Based on the proposed block schema shown on
Fig. 1 and on the developed algorithm in Fig. 2 are
prepared the experiments as software simulations
using audio and thermos-visual information from real
audio thermo-visual sensors mounted on moving
platform of mobile robot.

of audio and thermos-visual information and
translating this results as commands to the mobile
robot.

Fig. 5. Mobile robot Surveyor SRV-1

Fig. 6. MEMS microphone array STEVAL-MKI155v2
on evaluation board STEVAL-MKI 138v1

On Fig.7 is presented as example the received from
IR – Sensor MLX90640 thermo-visual image (as
numerical data shown in pseudo colors) of a chosen
gesture.
Fig. 4. Test stage of the gesture recognition algorithm.

The experiments are carried out with the following
types of devices shown generally as blocks in Fig.1:
Mobile robot Surveyor SRV-1 (Fig.5 left) with IR
sensor and Wi-Fi module [7]; IR – Sensor MLX90640
(Fig.5 right) with resolution 32x24 pixels [8];
Microphone array with MEMS microphones type
STEVAL-MKI155v2 (Fig.6 left) on evaluation board
STEVAL-MKI 138v1 (Fig.6 right) [9].
The arranged with the above mentioned devices
schema for receiving and processing audio and
thermo-visual information is tested and used in the
experiments for interpretation and processing of audio
and visual information in tasks of mobile robot motion
control with recognized gesture and voice commands
send from human to the robot. The results from

these experiments are summarized and described
here briefly (only algorithm for the gesture
recognition shown in right side in Fig. 2) to
demonstrating the proper preliminary processing

Fig. 7. Thermo-visual image (as numerical data shown
in pseudo colors) chosen as gesture received from IR –
MLX90640 thermo-visual sensor.

On Fig.8 and Fig 9 are shown the results from
processing of audio and thermo-visual information to
achieve the correct gesture recognition using the
proposed algorithm on Fig.2 implemented in Matlab
[10]. All thermo-visual gesture images shown on Fig.8
and Fig 9 are presented after pseudo colors to black
and white transformation. The correct gesture
recognition is demonstrated on Fig. 8. On the left is
thermo-visual gesture image used as reference image in
the recognition. The middle on Fig. 8 is the presented
the same (but with little variations) thermo-visual
gesture image capture from IR sensor of the mobile
robot used as test to correct recognition. On the right

is thermo-visual gesture image as difference between
two thermo-visual gesture images for which the
calculated value of difference is very small - 0.023 and
is used as criterion of decide for a correct chosen
gesture recognition.

Fig. 8. Correct gesture recognition of a chosen thermal
image: on the left - reference gesture; on the middle variation of the same gesture; on the right - image
difference between two gestures for which the calculated
value of difference is very small - 0.023, i.e. the recognition
is correct.

The example of wrong gesture recognition is
demonstrated on Fig. 9. On the left is shown also the
reference thermo-visual gesture image used in the
recognition. The middle image on Fig. 9 is also the
same (but with larges variations) image of gesture
capture from IR sensor of the mobile robot used as test
to wrong recognition. On the right is image difference
between two gestures for which the calculated value of
difference is bigger - 0.13 and is used as criterion for
decision of wrong gesture recognition.

correctly control the mobile robot motion with
gesture-voice commands from human. Of course, the
proposed algorithm is the subject of future
improvements and enhancements. The improvements
in the proposed algorithm can be in terms of training
with various and numerous variations of gestures and
voice commands, and also to investigate the influence
of the joint usage of gestures and voice commands in
enhancement the accuracy of mobile robot motion
control from human commands.
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